Profi Gigant Sweeper
Type Profi Gigant G1 800 HS for construction machinery and wheeled loaders
The Gigant sweeper is perfect to clean large surfaces,
such as e.g. airports, parkings, building sites or industrial
halls. Its solid construction makes it not stick at nothing.
With working widths from 260 cm up to 350 cm and a
brush diameter of 800 mm, no kind of dirt is safe from
the Gigant anylonger. It is driven by 2 high-performance,
internal motors incl. oil flow controller >90 l. Heavy-duty
rollers 410 x 120 mm afford a safe and balanced hold when
rough and hard jobs have to be done. The pendulumjoint, that is mounted on each individual attachmentsystem, protects the machine against overcharge by the
carrier-vehicle on the one side, but also guarantees an
optimum and regular pressure downwards, on the other.
Brush adjustment can be done easily by means of the
adjusting-lever system, which allows the main brush to
wear out regularly from the outside. Various materials
of brush segments on option. (Standard: 50% wire /
50% PP). With the Gigant sweeper simple sweeping, but
also collecting dirt, without dismounting the waste bin
(waste bin can be raised up hydraulically, incl. shut-off
device), is possible.
Attachment systems:
Quick-hitch for wheeled loaders incl. pendulum and
roller-floating system
Options:
Large hopper incl. 2 support-wheels and hydraulic
emptying via 2 cylinders with shut-off device
Hydraulic side adjustment
Water-spray system incl. 400 l tank and intermittingpump (for dust-binding)
Hydraulic side brush for low-wall sweeping
(both sides possible)
Road traffic equipment
Technical data

Type

Gigant

260

290

320

350

Working width 

mm

2600

2900

3200

3500

Brush diameter 

mm

800

800

800

800

Total width 

mm

2860

3250

3550

3850

kg

1200

1250

1300

1350

Weight*
* Simple sweeping excl. quick-hitch 
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Examples for use

Measures and weights are approx. and non-bining!

